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CHANGING TRENDS IN
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
IN A POST-COVID WORLD
The coronavirus pandemic has altered the
way we live. The outbreak has had a
severe impact on businesses across
sectors. As per the International
Labour Organization (ILO),
approximately 195 million
people globally could lose
their jobs due to this virus.
Adding to the economic
crisis, supply chains have
been disrupted, retailers
are closing their doors,
and worldwide lockdowns
have caused a spike in
demand for essentials, while
completely transforming
consumer behavior. These
new patterns are bound to
change the way businesses
operate — as they should. Let’s
look at this in the context of
certain sectors.

FOOD & BEVERAGE
INDUSTRY

FOOD & BEVERAGE INDUSTRY
Impact on the Indian restaurant industry

0.7 CR
jobs impacted
National Restaurants Association of India (NRAI)

INR 80,000 CR
loss in revenue
National Restaurants Association of India (NRAI)

50-70 percent
decline in online orders
Crisil Research

WHAT ARE SOME
EMERGING TRENDS?
01Restaurants and takeaway joints will have 03With international supply chains
to actively quell the consumer’s fear of
eating out. Possible steps include:
• Highlighting the hygiene and
sanitization processes followed in the
kitchen (certain delivery apps are also
sharing their personnel’s temperature
details with customers — this kind of
transparency is the need of the hour)
• Limiting bookings to comply with social
distancing norms and changing table
placements accordingly

02Restaurants must focus on their

delivery capacities, and add value with
initiatives such as special takeout-only
menus. Further, when it comes to
delivery, contactless will be the way to go

disrupted, restaurants will have to rely on
sourcing from local suppliers, thereby
helping these small businesses thrive
alongside. Besides the practical
considerations, this is also in keeping with
an increasing desire among consumers
for local produce

04

Another emerging trend in the F&B sector
is Direct To Consumer (DTC). Consumers
are now also hyper-aware of the
journey undertaken by any product
that reaches them. Thus, even when
the lockdown opens, consumer brands
are expected to focus heavily on direct
distribution. PepsiCo leveraged this new
awareness and recently launched two
DTC websites, PantryShop.com and
Snacks.com, “where shoppers can order
an assortment of PepsiCo's trusted and
loved food and beverage brands,” the
company said.

Fashion
INDUSTRY

FASHION INDUSTRY

Impact on fashion, retail, and
handloom sectors in India

1 CR
job cuts (with no
government support)
Clothing Manufacturers Association of India

50-60 percent
loss of revenue in the apparel industry
Business Today

60-80 percent
units face closure in the
handicrafts industry
Export Promotion Council of India

WHAT ARE SOME EMERGING TRENDS?
01A strong online presence is key to

brands' survival now and their
success in the future — along with a
solid website, they must leverage their
existing social platforms as marketplaces,
using them to boost sales as opposed to
just engagement. Instagram is one such
platform. Its ‘shoppable’ feature was
introduced as a way for brands to
promote products through Instagram
feeds in the ‘shop’ section of the app. Now
businesses can tag their products on their
Instagram posts just as individual users
would when tagging people

02Fashion brands may look to embrace

Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR and
VR) in the near future. The
post-COVID-19 scenario may see
virtual stores (created with the help of
these technologies), where customers can
choose and buy products without
entering a physical space. Take for
example, Gap’s 'DressingRoom', an AR app
that lets customers try on clothes
anywhere using a Google Tango-enabled
device

03Travel restrictions and social distancing

rules have moved fashion weeks to a
digital space for the foreseeable future.
Online streaming of fashion shows and a
‘no-guests’ policy might become a new
normal

04
There will emerge an increased focus on

local products, with a strong emphasis on
‘Made in India’ and ‘Vocal for Local’

05
A report in Forbes suggests that

on-demand manufacturing may be an
important step that fashion brands might
take to reduce wastage

06
The Forbes report also suggests that the

fashion industry might choose to end
season-specific collections, since it
could lead to retailers being stuck with
large amounts of inventory. The report
states “Case in point is the current
COVID-19 situation: due to a sharp,
sudden decline in consumer demand,
many brands and retailers are sitting on
a huge surplus of clothing from the
Spring/Summer 2020 season.”

MEDIA AND
ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY
Impact on the Indian media landscape

1 cr
livelihoods impacted
Events and Entertainment Management Association

16 percent
revenue loss
Crisil Research

Significant increase
in media consumption through digital and OTT
KPMG

WHAT ARE SOME
EMERGING TRENDS?
01Sectors like film and events might take 04
Films are releasing directly on these
longer periods to recover due to
apprehensions about crowded spaces and
social gatherings

OTT platforms, skipping theaters
altogether

02Overall TV viewing has increased but 05Prominent entertainment and
the ad revenues are still low due to
advertisers cutting back on ad spends

03OTT platforms are providing extended
free subscriptions to pick up habit
formation

marketing events such as Coachella,
Mobile World Congress, Geneva Motor
Show, and prominent fashion shows
have been cancelled in the wake of
the pandemic — similar events will
now have to move online, supported
by rich interfaces and chat tools to
simulate the physical experience

HEALTHCARE
INDUSTRY

HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

Impact on India’s healthcare system

50-70 percent
drop in private sector revenue
FICCI-EY Survey

Estimated impact of

inr 14,000-24,000 CR
in operating losses
FICCI-EY Survey

WHAT ARE SOME
EMERGING TRENDS?
01Many are adhering to the government

regulations to stay indoors, leading to a
drop in regular medical check-ups and
70- 80 percent drop in footfalls and
elective surgeries

03A number of healthcare systems are

moving to self-triaging mobile apps to
assist their population with checking for
symptoms before requesting time with a
specialist

02The rising number of patients has led to 04
Telemedicine will continue to grow
the need to invest in additional
manpower, consumables, and PPE kits
to ensure preparedness for hospitals

rapidly — and increasing automation will
allow doctors to prioritize cases more
effectively

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

Impact on education in India

32 CR
students have been affected
by the nationwide lockdown
UNESCO

23.8 percent
of Indian households have internet access.
Online teaching ignores India’s digital divide
2017-18 National Sample Survey

12.5 percent
of students have access
to smartphones
Brookings

WHAT ARE SOME
EMERGING TRENDS?
01Many schools have taken early measures 04
Professionals are going online to upskill
and have moved learning to online
with their e-learning programs. Parents
have assumed the role of teachers and are
fast becoming savvy with resources
created for home-schoolers

02The lockdown has accelerated rapid

adoption of digital technology.
Business houses, educational institutes,
analytics, computer data management
methods, and online education solutions
have been forced to work in tandem and
improve quality and delivery time to
handle such situations

03Students are adopting unique

techniques at home by deploying new
tools to make education delivery both
meaningful and fun

and learn new skills

05
Top universities have made courses

available for free online, so learning can
continue during the pandemic

06
Many noteworthy initiatives have been

taken in this space, such as Spoken Tutorial,
Free and Open Source Software for
Education (FOSSEE), e-Yantra, Google
Classroom, and so on

07Overall, the pandemic has enabled a shift
from teacher to student-centrism in
education

Fitness

fitness

Impact on fitness in India

Nationwide fitness chains
are sending staff on

unpaid leave
Fitness studios are now

live streaming

fitness sessions and pre-recorded
online classes

WHAT ARE SOME
EMERGING TRENDS?
While there have been layoffs, the new normal
in fitness has also led to new opportunities.

01Fitness applications have seen the

03VR workout games are also seeing a rise

02Trainers and fitness companies have

04
There are also a variety of guided

highest consumption rate during the
pandemic with a majority of them taking
to the online platforms

come up with videos and one-on-one
interactions — all online to help people
continue their fitness regime

in popularity, offering a more interesting
alternative to regular, at-home workouts
during lockdown

programs, advanced insights, sleep, and
mindfulness tools, to help you eat better
and get more activity

05
This industry has followed the anytime

and anywhere model. The pandemic
has bought the idea on a wider basis, so
the opportunities are much bigger than
ever before to shift the relationship away
from old world economics

As the pandemic continues, gym owners and fitness solutions suppliers remain in a dilemma.
Meanwhile, various fitness brands are establishing a stronger online presence and
discovering new ways to connect with customers and sustain their business.

PR and
communication
pointers
During a pandemic, communication
agencies (Advertising, Marketing, and PR)
have an added responsibility of generating
relevant, factual, and responsible content
for the brands they represent. Instead of
over the top, chest-thumping messages,
this is the time for brands to focus on
generating sensitive yet engaging
content for their target audience.

First, here are a few statistics

from a global survey to keep in mind
when planning your communication
campaigns at this time:

18 percent

40 percent

12 percent

16 percent

of total respondents say they are listening
to more of the radio during this global pandemic

say they are listening to podcasts
more often

45 percent
are spending more time watching TV

of consumers are spending longer on
messaging services and social media

say they are reading more magazines

Second, here are a few aspects to

keep in mind when speaking to your
target groups

Don’t stop communicating:
This is the time when you have to take that extra step to be relevant
for your audience. Find new ways to speak to your audience. Be
mindful of what you communicate. Don’t function as though
business is usual. This is the best time to utilize digital platforms to
get your message across. However, be conscious of too much
communication — it’s important to strike a balance

Be relevant and sensitive:
As per a recent study conducted by Kantar among 1100+
samples across 19 cities in India, 71 percent of people
believe that the pandemic should not be exploited for the
purpose of promotion. Consumers are open to
advertisements but these shouldn’t be exploitative

Reach out to influencers:
With press releases and brand stories taking a back seat,
reach out to influencers who can talk about your brand to their
followers. With a lot of people spending more time on social media,
now is the best time to engage with influencers who are relevant to
your brand. Please note that the message has to be subtle with a
relevant story that can connect. The purpose is not to generate
sales but to create brand recall

Bring out the human side of the brand:
The pandemic has impacted almost all the sectors. We could all use
some good news. This is the right time to talk about the people
behind the brand, the challenges you currently face, the human
interest and CSR initiatives that you undertake during the
pandemic, happy employee stories, and other things that provides
an emotional connect for your audience

how can
pink lemonade
help?
Branding
and Strategy
Advertising
Websites
Content/Thought
Leadership
Presentation
Internal
Communication

Marcom
Digital
Packaging
Videos
Books and
Annual Reports

how can
INK Republique
help?
Media Relations,
Strategy, and
Outreach
Event Publicity

Influencer
Engagement
Media Briefing
Workshops
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These are unprecedented changes that we will all
need to come to terms with, sooner rather than later.
If you have any questions, or would like to pick our
brains on anything that your brand can do, please
feel free to reach out to us.

Reach out to us at
https://www.pinklemonade.in/
Amita@pinklemonade.in
tel: +918050882844

Reach out to us at
http://www.inkrepublique.com/
hana@inkrepublique.com
tel: +91 89712 60918

